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Overview
Amendment summary
The Amendment

Whittlesea Planning Scheme Amendment C230wsea

Common name

25 Vearings Road, Epping

Brief description

Rezone part of 25 Vearings Road, Epping from the Rural
Conservation Zone to the Industrial 1 Zone

Subject land

25 Vearings Road, Epping

The Proponent

Vearings Lane Pty Ltd

Planning Authority

Whittlesea City Council

Authorisation

On 3 July 2018, Council resolved to seek authorisation from the
Minister for Planning and subsequently wrote to the Minister
seeking authorisation.
As the Minister did not authorise the Amendment within 10
business days, the Amendment was prepared pursuant to section
8A(7) of the Act

Exhibition

10 January – 22 February 2019

Submissions

Eight submissions were received:
- Environment protection Authority (EPA)
- Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions (DJPR) – Earth
Resources Regulation Unit
- Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP)
- Melbourne Water
- Friends of Merri Creek
- Conundrum Holdings Pty Ltd
- Merri Creek Management Committee (MCMC)
- The proponent – Vearings Lane Pty Ltd
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Equipe Lawyers

Citation
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Executive summary
Whittlesea Planning Scheme Amendment C230wsea (the Amendment) proposes to rezone
part of at 25 Vearings Road, Epping (the subject land) from Rural Conservation Zone (Schedule
1) (RCZ) to the Industrial 1 Zone (INZ1). The balance of the subject land will remain in the RCZ.
The Amendment also proposes to:
• delete the ESO4 from the subject land
• revise overlays on the land being rezoned to IN1Z:
- apply the Development Plan Overlay Schedule 38 – Vearings Road Employment
Area Development Plan (DPO38)
- apply the Vegetation Protection Overlay Schedule 1 – Significant Vegetation (River
Redgum Grassy Woodland) (VPO1)
• revise environmental overlays to the land retained in the RCZ1
- apply the Environmental Significance Overlay Schedule 6 – Urban Conservation
Area (ESO6).
The RCZ1 is retained on specifically identified parts of the subject land, in particular, that part
of the subject land within Conservation Area 33 in the Biodiversity Conservation Strategy.
The purpose of the rezoning is to increase the availability of employment land in the area and
the municipality more broadly.
Key issues raised in submissions included:
• lack of strategic justification
• issues associated with the ongoing operations of the quarry at 375 O’Herns Road
• biodiversity
• potentially contaminated land
• that insufficient strategic work had been completed.
Council has sought to resolve these issues with refinements to the Amendment.
In the Panel’s view, the Amendment is well founded and strategically justified. The subject
land is identified for urban development in the relevant corridor planning process. The Panel
can see no policy or strategic reasons why the land should not be developed for urban
purposes.
There is the potential for land use conflicts between industrial uses on the site and the existing
quarry, but these conflicts are capable of being effectively managed. The Panel supports the
proposed agreed changes to DPO38 to address these potential conflicts.
The post-Hearing version of DPO38 addresses many of the issue raised in relation to
biodiversity. The remaining issues are capable of being addressed in the preparation of the
development plan.
The proposal is for urban development in a single zone – the Industrial 1 Zone – and the
subject land is in one ownership. The Panel thinks that the application of the Development
Plan Overlay with the schedule of the overlay specifying the detailed planning requirements
is an appropriate mechanism through which the development of the subject land can occur.
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To comply with recommended drafting advice, referrals need to be specifically set out in the
table to Clause 66.04. This requires a change to the Amendment.
Recommendations
Based on the reasons set out in this Report, the Panel recommends that Whittlesea Planning
Scheme Amendment C230wsea be adopted as exhibited subject to the following:
1.

Make the changes to Development Plan Overlay Schedule 38 as proposed by Council
in Document 24 and shown in Appendix B1.

2.

Insert a new entry into the Schedule to Clause 66.04 as shown in Appendix B2.

Page ii of ii
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1

Introduction

1.1

The Amendment

(i)

Amendment description

The Amendment proposes to rezone part of 25 Vearings Road, Epping (the subject land) from
Rural Conservation Zone (Schedule 1) (RCZ1) to the Industrial 1 Zone (IN1Z) as shown in Figure
1. The balance of the subject land will remain in the RCZ1.
Figure 1:

Land to be rezoned

The purpose of the rezoning is to increase the availability of employment land in the area and
the municipality more broadly.
In order to achieve these outcomes, the exhibited Amendment proposes the following key
changes to the Scheme:
• rezone part of the subject land from the RCZ1 to the IN1Z – the RCZ1 is retained on
specifically identified parts of the subject land, in particular, that part of the subject
land within Conservation Area 33 in the Biodiversity Conservation Strategy (BCS)
• delete the ESO4 from the subject land
• revise overlays on the land being rezoned to IN1Z:
- apply the Development Plan Overlay Schedule 38 – Vearings Road Employment
Area Development Plan (DPO38)
- apply the Vegetation Protection Overlay Schedule 1 – Significant Vegetation (River
Redgum Grassy Woodland) (VPO1)
• revise environmental overlays to the land retained within the RCZ1
- apply the Environmental Significance Overlay Schedule 6 – Urban Conservation
Area (ESO6)
Page 1 of 32
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(ii)

The subject land

The subject land is farmed. It is generally flat with a mix of native vegetation, pasture and
some cropping, and two dwellings together with outbuildings associated with the farm.
In terms of the surrounding land:
• to the north is the Yarra Valley Water Treatment Plant and associated buffers
• to the southeast land forms part of the Cooper Street West Precinct and the broader
Cooper Street Employment Area
• to the west is a large native vegetation conservation area.
There are sensitive environmental interfaces, namely, the quarry at 375 O’Herns Road to the
south and the Clay Target Club on the eastern side of Vearings Road.
The land is accessed from O’Herns Road and Vearings Road. To the east of the subject land,
the O’Herns Road Upgrade project is currently being completed by Major Road Projects
Victoria and will include a new interchange with the Hume Freeway (Craigieburn Bypass).
The subject land is currently zoned RCZ1 as shown Figure 2.
Figure 2:

Surrounding zoning

The subject land is also currently affected by:
• Environmental Significance Overlay Schedule 4 – Rural Conservation Area (ESO4) as
shown in Figure 3
• Design and Development Overlay Schedule 2 – Hume Freeway – Metropolitan Ring
Road to North of Craigieburn shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3:

Extent of Environmental Significance
Overlay Schedule 4

Figure 4:

Design and Development Overlay
Schedule 2

Council submitted that the subject land is ideally placed to add additional industrial land to
the local area and will result in approximately 140 hectares of new employment land, creating
the opportunity for the new businesses and 4,000 jobs.
The subject land is close to existing and future industrial land and served by major transport
infrastructure.

1.2

Post-exhibition changes

In response to the submissions Council identified specific changes that it supports to the
exhibited Amendment.
In summary, the key changes are to:
• strengthen recognition of the quarry at 375 O’Herns Road in response to the
submissions from DJPR and Conundrum Holdings (the owner of the quarry to the
south) and provide greater protection in respect of the ongoing operations of the
quarry
• strengthen recognition of Conservation Area 33 in response to the submissions from
Friends of Merri Creek and MCMC and provide greater protections around the
interface between development and the conservation area
• include conditions and requirements regarding biodiversity and other matters at the
request of DELWP and EPA.
Further changes were also made to:
• correct typographical errors and otherwise improve the drafting of the DPO control
where the expression was not clear
• improve the operation of the DPO control, for example, in clause 3.0 (conditions and
requirements for permits) better sub-headings have been provided and it is clarified
whether the requirement applies to an application for a permit or is a requirement
for a condition on a permit.
Further changes were proposed as part of the Hearing process.
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Circulation of proposed post-exhibition changes
Following a request from Norton Rose Fulbright Australia on behalf of Vearings Lane Pty Ltd
the Panel agreed that parties could present their preferred version of the DPO at the Hearing
based on Council’s preferred version circulated with its Part A submission.
This was a change to item 2 of the Panel's directions requiring the circulation of the parties’
preferred version of the DPO by 3 December 2019.
The Panel had received emails from the other parties supporting this approach. The Panel
had not received correspondence from Council but the request advised that Council also
supported this approach.

1.3

Summary of issues raised in submissions

Eight submissions were made to the Amendment:
• EPA, which identified issues in relation to separation distances and site
contamination for further consideration
• DJPR, which did not oppose the Amendment but raised issues regarding Work
Authority WA445 (which applies to the hard rock quarry operating from 375 O’Herns
Road to the south of the subject land) and buffers from the quarry
• DELWP, which noted that part of the subject land included Conservation Area 33 and
supported the DPO38, subject to modifications
• Melbourne Water, which did not object to the Amendment
• Friends of Merri Creek, which objected to the Amendment
• Conundrum Holdings Pty Ltd, the owner and operator of the quarry at 375 O’Herns
Road, which objected to the Amendment
• MCMC, which objected to the Amendment
• the Proponent, which supported the Amendment.
The key issues identified in the submissions are summarised as follows:
• quarry operations, including:
- issues associated with the ongoing operations of the quarry at 375 O’Herns Road
- the appropriate interface and separation distances between the quarry and future
development of the subject land
• biodiversity, including:
- the interface and separation distances between Conservation Area 33 and future
development on the subject land
- any potential impact that the development of the subject land may have on
Conservation Area 33
• potentially contaminated land, particularly in relation to the shooting range at 20
Vearings Road, Epping
• lack of strategic justification
• that insufficient strategic work had been completed.
A number of detailed issues were also raised.
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1.4

The Panel’s approach

The Panel has assessed the Amendment against the principles of net community benefit and
sustainable development, as set out in Clause 71.02-3 (Integrated decision making) of the
Planning Scheme.
The Panel considered all written submissions made in response to the exhibition of the
Amendment, observations from site visits, and submissions, evidence and other material
presented to it during the Hearing. It has reviewed a large volume of material, and has had to
be selective in referring to the more relevant or determinative material in the Report. All
submissions and materials have been considered by the Panel in reaching its conclusions,
regardless of whether they are specifically mentioned in the Report.
This Report deals with the issues under the following headings:
• Planning context
- Background to the Amendment
- Planning policy framework
- Other relevant planning strategies and policies
- Ministerial Directions and Practice Notes
- Discussion and conclusion
• Resolved issues
- Quarry operations
- Biodiversity
- EPA concerns
• Unresolved issues
- The Amendment is premature
- Has enough work been done
- Habitat link and shared path
• Form and content of the Amendment.
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2

Planning context

2.1

Background to the Amendment

North Growth Corridor Plan
The North Growth Corridor Plan (Corridor Plan) is a high level integrated land use and
transport plan that provides a strategy for the development of the northern growth corridor
over the coming decades. It guides the delivery of housing, jobs, transport, town centres,
open space and key infrastructure in the growth corridor.
The Corridor Plan identifies the area as one of the most important industrial regions in
Australia. Key objectives for the Northern Growth Area are to build on this to provide
additional industrial land supply. The objectives are:
• to help maintain Melbourne North’s good job to dwelling ratio
• to improve the range and diversity of jobs in the employment market, which is
relatively more ‘blue collar’ compared with metropolitan Melbourne.

In the North Growth Corridor Plan the State government identified part of the subject land as
being ‘Potential Urban’, being located in close proximity to the Cooper Street Employment
Area, Hume Freeway and other key infrastructure.
The remainder of the subject land has Biodiversity Values and is therefore constrained insofar
as urban development is concerned. ‘Note 4’ on the Corridor Plan states:
Conservation boundary to be finalised through [PSP] process.
Figure 5:

Extract of Corridor Plan
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Northern Quarries Investigation Area
In the preparation of the Corridor Plan, the subject land was nominated in the ‘Northern
Quarries’ precinct as an ‘investigation area’, requiring further detailed land use assessment.
Figure 6 shows a Council marked up plan depicting previously proposed Northern Quarries
Investigation Area over the subject land.
Figure 6:

Northern Quarries Investigation Area

In 2015 the Metropolitan Planning Authority prepared the Draft Addendum to the Growth
Corridor Plans: Managing Melbourne’s Growth (Corridor Plan Addendum). The Corridor Plan
Addendum identifies the subject land as being within ‘Area 10’, with a potential urban area of
97 hectares.
The Corridor Plan Addendum nominates ten areas within its boundary suitable for future
urban development. Each area is nominated with a preferred land use outcome. The subject
land falls within PSP 69.4, which is nominated for employment.
The Corridor Plan Addendum never moved beyond the draft form prepared in 2015. On 25
August 2015 Council resolved to provide in principle support to the document subject to 25
recommendations. Most relevantly, the Council-adopted position in respect of ‘Area 10’ was:
Support the land use designation of Area 10 as Employment.
Request that the [Metropolitan Planning Authority] remove Area 10 from PSP 69.4 and
recommend planning for Area 10 be undertaken via a Development Plan process in the
context of its relationship to Cooper Street West.

On 18 December 2015, Council received written correspondence from the Metropolitan
Planning Authority in response to Council’s recommendations regarding the Corridor Plan
Addendum. The letter notes that:
The strategic work and consultation that has occurred in relation to the Northern
Quarries Investigation Area … has identified that Areas 1, 2, and 10 are sufficiently
resolved in terms of higher order land use outcomes. These areas are separate and
Page 7 of 32
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distinct planning units that would benefit from more specific precinct planning and are
not affected by other areas within the [Northern Quarries Investigation Area] …
As such, the [Metropolitan Planning Authority] supports Council commencing preplanning and background assessments in the immediate term for Areas 1, 2, and 10,
and note the benefits from a staging, integration and economic development
perspective.

In July 2017 Council wrote to the VPA highlighting the reasons why it is considered that an
‘alternative process’ to a PSP is appropriate for the subject land. This includes:
• only a small portion of the site can be developed so the site is too small to warrant a
PSP process
• the site is located within the RCZ1 rather than the Urban Growth Zone (UGZ)
• the site is within one ownership, and the landowner is supportive of the proposed
process
• strategically, the site forms a natural extension of the Cooper Street West
Employment Area.
On 3 August 2017, the VPA responded to Council regarding the alternative planning process
for the subject land. The letter notes that:
While the precinct is recognised in the North Growth Corridor Plan as forming part of
the Northern Quarries PSP area, it is noted that the subject site is not listed on our
current Statement of Expectations and currently does not sit high on our list of priorities
for future PSP projects.
In this context, the VPA supports the process proposed by Council as a means of
bringing forward the planning needed to facilitate the continued development of the area
for commercial and industrial purposes. Accordingly the VPA would support the City of
Whittlesea approaching the Minister for Planning for authorisation to prepare a Planning
Scheme Amendment.

Conservation Area 33
In June 2009, the Victorian and Commonwealth governments agreed1 to undertake a strategic
assessment of the Victorian Government's urban development program Delivering
Melbourne's newest sustainable communities.
As part of the Melbourne Strategic Assessment program, the DELWP undertook an
assessment of Conservation Area 33.
This assessment was done in accordance with the boundary change criteria outlined in
Guidance Note: Implementing the Biodiversity Conservation Strategy for Melbourne’s Growth
Corridor.
As a result of this assessment, the Commonwealth Minister for the Department of
Environment and Energy approved a boundary change for Conservation Area 33.
The approval removed 61.036 hectares of land from the conservation area that contained low
biodiversity values as shown in
Figure 7.

1

Under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPC Act).
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Figure 7:

Source:

Proposed boundary adjustment, Conservation Area 33 (part) (O’Herns Road, Epping)

Approved Boundary Change, Biodiversity Conservation Strategy. Conservation Area 33 – O’Herns Road
(Epping)

Summary of dates
Table 1 shows the key dates in the planning for the subject land.
Table 1:

Key dates in the planning of the subject land

Date

Description

17 May 2007

Amendment C100 to the Scheme is gazetted, applying the CDZ2 and other
accompanying controls to the Cooper Street Employment Area, near to the
subject land.

June 2009

The Victorian and Commonwealth governments agreed to undertake a
strategic assessment of the urban development program.

2011

Northern Growth Area Plan prepared by the then Growth Areas Authority.

2015

The Northern Quarries Investigation Area, Draft Addendum to the Growth
Corridor Plans: Managing Melbourne’s Growth, which cover the subject
land, is prepared and released by the-then Metropolitan Planning Authority
for consultation.

25 August 2015

Council resolved to support the Corridor Plan Addendum subject to
changes, including removing ‘Area 10’, which contained the subject land,
from a Precinct Structure Plan (PSP).
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Date

Description

18 December 2015

The Metropolitan Planning Authority – now Victorian Planning Authority
(VPA) – acknowledges Council’s submission to the Corridor Plan Addendum.

26 May 2017

Council wrote to the VPA regarding the future planning of the subject land.

14 July 2017

Council wrote to the VPA a second time regarding the future planning of
the subject land.

3 August 2017

VPA wrote to Council supporting the Council’s proposed process to bring
forward the planning for the development of the subject land.

October 2017

Council produced the Cooper Street West Position Paper, outlining the
possible land use and development opportunities in the area.

April 2018

Boundary of Conservation Area 33 changed.. The documentation for this
change is undated. The map showing the change was prepared in March
2018 and the online version of the advice has a file date of April 2018.

3 July 2018

Council resolved to request authorisation from the Minister to prepare and
exhibit the Amendment and advise affected stakeholders of this decision.

2.2

Planning policy

(i)

Planning Policy Framework

Council submitted that the Amendment is supported by various clauses in the Planning Policy
Framework (PPF), which the Panel has summarised below.
Clause 11 (Settlement)
Clause 11 (Settlement) states planning is to:
… anticipate and respond to the needs of existing and future communities through the
provision of zoned and serviced land for housing, employment, recreation and open
space, commercial and community facilities.

Further to this, clause 11.02-1S (Supply of urban land) seeks to ensure a sufficient supply of
land is available for residential, commercial, retail, industrial, recreational, institutional and
other community uses.
Council submitted that the Amendment fulfils these objectives by providing a logical extension
to the Cooper Street Employment Area and the future Cooper Street West Employment
Precinct.
Clause 12 (Environmental and Landscape Values)
Clause 12 (Environmental and Landscape Values) states that planning should help to protect
the health of ecological systems and the biodiversity they support and conserve areas with
identified environmental and landscape values.
Further to this, clause 12.01-1S (Protection of biodiversity) seeks to assist the protection and
conservation of Victoria’s biodiversity.
Council submitted:
The subject land’s location adjacent to Conservation Area 33 is an important
consideration which has been taken into account in the preparation of this Amendment.
The proposed combination of zone and overlay controls … will provide for the ongoing
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protection of highly valuable, Federally listed biodiversity, while also allowing for the
development of this key employment site.

Council submitted that:
• DPO38 will provide for a range of matters to be taken into account insofar as the
interface between the future employment land and Conservation Area 33 land is
concerned
• the removal of the ESO4 and application of ESO6 will see the site transition from a
Rural Conservation Area to an Urban Conservation Area
• the additional application of the VPO1 will ensure that development within the site
minimises the loss of vegetation by preserving and maintaining significant vegetation
and the character of the site.
Clause 13.04-1S (Contaminated and potentially contaminated land)
Clause 13.04-1S (Contaminated and potentially contaminated land), seeks to ensure that
potentially contaminated land is suitable for its intended future use and development, and
that contaminated land is used safely.
The subject land is not known to be potentially contaminated, or previously used for a purpose
which may have resulted in the contamination of the land, nevertheless DPO38 includes a
requirement for an environmental assessment of the land which will identify environmental
hazards or contamination on the land.
Clause 13.07-1S (Land use compatibility)
Clause 13.07-1S (Land use compatibility) seeks to safeguard community amenity while
facilitating appropriate commercial, industrial or other uses with potential off-site effects.
DPO38 addresses these issues.
Clause 14.03-1S (Resource exploration and extraction)
Clause 14.03-1S (Resource exploration and extraction) encourages exploration and extraction
of natural resources in accordance with acceptable environmental standards. The strategies
to the clause recognise the importance of natural resource extraction industries.
DPO38 has regard to the quarry at 375 O’Herns Road, and more particularly, how the
development of the subject land needs to take into account separation distances required
from the WA445 boundary.
Clause 17.02-1S (Business)
Clause 17.02-1S (Business), encourages development that meets the community’s needs for
retail, entertainment, office and other commercial services. This includes a strategy to plan
for an adequate supply of commercial land in appropriate locations.
Clause 18.01-1S (Land use and transport planning)
The Amendment is consistent with the objective of Clause 18.01-1S (Land use and transport
planning) to create a safe and sustainable transport system by integrating land use and
transport. The Amendment clearly furthers the strategy to make jobs and services more
accessible by focusing investment on major transport corridors.
(ii)

Local Planning Policy Framework

The Amendment implements the objectives and strategies set out in the LPPF relating to
urban growth, employment and economic development. It is consistent with:
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• Clause 21.04-2 (Urban Growth), as it will encourage employment uses in a logical
location, adjacent to an existing and growing employment precinct within Epping.
• Clause 21.04-5 (Habitat Creation and Revegetation), as it recognises the existing
conservation reserve and future linkages to the grassland reserve to the west,
creating a connected conservation network.
• Clause 21.10 (Economic Development), as the location of this land (as future
employment land) will suitably increase the supply of land zoned for employment
uses, particularly proximate to the Cooper Street Employment Area. Further, the site
provides a logical conclusion to the western extent of this designated employment
area and will be highly accessible via the major arterial road system, including the
Hume Freeway.
• Clause 21.08 (Built Environment), as it will facilitate sustainable economic
development opportunities and support economic activity which is responsive to the
investment and employment needs of the community.
• Clause 22.09 (Industrial Development), as it will assist in achieving appropriately
located and designed industrial developments.

2.3

Other relevant planning strategies and policies

(i)

Cooper Street Employment Area

In 1996, Council prepared a precinct strategy for Cooper Street. The motivation behind this
strategy was to utilise an area which was predominantly rural and guide its future
development into an urban area.
The employment area is generally bounded by the Hume Freeway (Craigieburn Bypass) to the
west, Cooper Street to the south, industrial land and ACZ1 (Epping Central Framework Plan)
to the east and O’Herns Road to the north.
The rezoning and application of controls to the Cooper Street Employment Area establish this
precinct as a high quality industrial and office environment. Its role in this capacity is
recognised at a metropolitan level due to its scale, accessibility, proximity to infrastructure
and capacity for job creation and economic development. More particularly, the employment
area is recognised as forming part of a Northern State Significant Industrial Precinct.
In more recent years the precinct has seen significant growth in industrial jobs and associated
industrial development, specifically in respect of food production and logistics.
(ii)

Cooper Street West Position Paper 2017

The Position Paper was prepared by Council, finalised in June 2017 and updated in October
2017. Its purpose is to identify Council’s position in relation to this complex and constrained
precinct and to identify at the outset, the key planning considerations for development and
land use planning in the area. The Position Paper has been adopted by Council, however, it
does not have any status in the Scheme.
(iii)

City of Whittlesea Economic Development Strategy 2017

Adopted in 2017, the City of Whittlesea Economic Development Strategy identifies five key
directions for the City of Whittlesea, which include:
• Strive to build a healthy, prosperous and resilient community.
• Foster an environment that encourages the development of a vibrant local economy.
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• Capitalise on the city’s human, natural and built resources to maximise local
employment.
• Promote the municipality as an attractive destination to invest and work in, visit and
enjoy.
• Collaborate with community, businesses and government to deliver resources and
opportunities.

The Economic Development Strategy contains a clear vision to attract 10,000 new jobs to the
City of Whittlesea to help sustain and grow local jobs.
(iv)

Plan Melbourne

Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 sets out strategic directions to guide Melbourne’s development to
2050, to ensure it becomes more sustainable, productive and liveable as its population
approaches 8 million. It is accompanied by a separate implementation plan that is regularly
updated and refreshed every five years.
Plan Melbourne sets out the strategy for supporting jobs and growth, while building on
Melbourne’s legacy of distinctiveness, liveability and sustainability.
Outcome 1 of Plan Melbourne identifies Melbourne a productive city that attracts investment,
supports innovation and creates jobs. Key policies associated with the outcome include:
• Support major transport gateways as important locations for employment and
economic activity
• Plan for industrial land in the right locations to support employment and investment
opportunities
• Facilitate investment in Melbourne’s outer areas to increase local access to
employment.

Plan Melbourne recognises that planning for outer suburbs and growth areas must ensure
there is sufficient zoned land to support future development and job creation.
The Amendment is consistent with Direction 1.2 – Improve access to jobs across Melbourne
and closer to where people live. The subject land lies north of O’Herns Road, a State
Significant Industrial Precinct, where a logical boundary realignment would continue to
increase employment generating activities and new jobs.
The Amendment also aligns with the following policies of Plan Melbourne:
• Policy 1.1.6 – Plan for industrial land in the right locations to support employment
and investment opportunities. The proposed rezoning supports employment
generating activities and industries which will increase local job opportunities.
Additionally the land will be well positioned to link to the Hume Freeway and
proposed Beveridge Interstate Freight Terminal.
• Policy 1.2.2 – Facilitate investment in Melbourne’s outer areas to increase local
access to employment.
• Policy 4.5.2 – Protect and enhance valued attributes of distinctive areas and
landscapes.

2.4

Ministerial Directions and Practice Notes

Ministerial Directions
The Explanatory Report discusses how the Amendment meets the relevant requirements of
Ministerial Direction 11 (Strategic Assessment of Amendments) and Planning Practice Note
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46: Strategic Assessment Guidelines, August 2018 (PPN46). That discussion is not repeated
here.
Planning Practice Notes
Council submitted that the Amendment has also been prepared in accordance with:
• Practice Note No.23 – Applying the Incorporated Plan and Development Plan
Overlays: DPO38 has been drafted to consider the matters that will be required to be
included in a future development plan applying to the site, as well as other relevant
matters such as conditions and requirements for permits.
• Practice Note No.30 – Potentially Contaminated Land: in preparing the Amendment,
Council has considered the potential for contamination of the land.
• Practice Note No.89 – Extractive Industry and Resources: the Amendment considers
the extractive industry operations to the south of the subject land and seeks to
include provisions within the proposed DPO38 which ensure that future development
does not impact on the ongoing quarry operations.

2.5

Discussion and conclusion

For the reasons set out in the following chapters, the Panel concludes that the Amendment is
supported by, and implements, the relevant sections of the PPF, and is consistent with the
relevant Ministerial Directions and Practice Notes. The Amendment is well founded and
strategically justified, and the Amendment should proceed subject to addressing the more
specific issues raised in submissions as discussed in the following chapters.
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3

Resolved issues

3.1

Quarry operations

(i)

What are the issues?

The submissions from the DJPR and Conundrum Holdings (the quarry owner) raised concerns
about the Amendment, in particular, the potential impacts on the operations of the quarry.
In summary:
• DJPR indicated that it was not opposed to the Amendment but sought a referral
trigger under section 55 of the Act and clear delineation of the relevant buffer
distances in the DPO38
• Conundrum sought the imposition of an agreement under s 173 of the Act over the
subject land (the extent of the agreement has been subsequently clarified and agreed
between the parties) together with changes to the DPO38 to address its concerns.
(ii)

Submissions

Council advised that that there had been discussions between the parties for some time, and
that following the Directions Hearing these discussions continued, and an agreement was
reached.
Council supported further changes to the exhibited DPO38. In particular, it supports:
• further recognition being given to the Quarry in the objectives of the DPO38
• an application to use or develop land within 200 metres of the Quarry extractive
industry works authority boundary being accompanied by a Quarry Interface
Assessment which addresses the Quarry Interface Guidelines prepared as part of the
development plan
• applications to use or develop land within 200 or 500 metres of the works authority
boundary (as appropriate) being referred to the Secretary of the Department
administering the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990 (MRSD Act)
as either a determining or recommending referral authority (again, as appropriate)
• the preparation of Quarry Interface Guidelines as part of the development plan
approval process.
Council noted that the guidelines must be prepared in consultation with, and to the
satisfaction of the Secretary of the Department administering the MRSD Act. Council will be
looking to DJPR (as the representative of the Secretary) for confirmation that the guidelines
are satisfactory, particularly as it pertains to the requirement to address:
Any risks to the environment, to members of the public, or to land, property or
infrastructure arising from the ongoing activities of the Quarry.

Council submitted that all of the issues raised by DJPR and Conundrum have been resolved to
their satisfaction, and that no outstanding issues or concerns remain between the parties on
these matters.
(iii)

Discussion and conclusion

There is the potential for land use conflicts between industrial uses on the site and the existing
quarry. The Panel agrees with submissions that these conflicts are capable of being effectively
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managed and supports the proposed agreed changes to DPO38 to address these potential
conflicts.

3.2

Biodiversity

(i)

What are the issues?

Submissions were received raising biodiversity issues.
(ii)

Submissions

DELWP, supported the Amendment subject to specific matters being addressed in DPO38,
including requirements for permit applications and conditions. The DELWP submission
supported the proposed changes to the overlay controls (that is the removal of ESO4 and the
application of ESO6 and VPO1).
Friends of Merri Creek raised concerns regarding the interface with Conservation Area 33 and
the Craigieburn Grasslands Nature Conservation Reserve. The Friends of Merri Creek
submission also sought greater recognition of open space / local conservation areas in the
controls.
MCMC, raised broader issues discussed in the next Chapter as well as a number of detailed
drafting issues in relation to the DPO38.
(iii)

Discussion

The revised version of DPO38 seeks to achieve the following outcomes in response to the
submissions on biodiversity issues:
• further recognising the interface between Conservation Area 33, the Craigieburn
Grasslands Nature Conservation Area and future development in the objectives of
the DPO38
• including a requirement for a Conservation Interface Plan as part of a permit
application for land with a direct interface with a conservation area;
• including conditions which must be applied to permits (as relevant) in accordance
with DELWP’s requirements
• requiring the development plan (Design Response Plan) to address the 20 metre
separation buffer and other biodiversity / vegetation issues in greater detail
• requiring the development plan (Integrated Stormwater and Drainage Management
Plan or Strategy) to have regard to the Construction Techniques for Sediment
Pollution Control, 1991 (EPA).
The Panel notes Council’s submission that it has an increasing issue with stormwater
management as part of construction works for large developments (in which this proposal will
fall). This requirement responds to both the MCMC submission in terms of maintaining
hydrological flows during construction, and mitigating the issues faced more broadly by
Council. Application of the guideline should help to protect the environment at the same time
as increasing construction efficiencies.
(iv)

Conclusions

The post-Hearing version of DPO38 addresses many of the issue raised in relation to
biodiversity. Unresolved issues are address in the next Chapter.
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3.3

EPA concerns

(i)

The issue

A submission was received from the EPA raising issues in relation to:
• landfill gas risk from the closed landfill at 490 Cooper Street, Epping
• interface issues with residential development across the Hume Freeway and existing
industry to the south
• potential lead contamination from the shooting range at 20 Vearings Road.
(ii)

Evidence and submissions

In response to the Landfill Gas Risk Assessment, Council observed that the exhibited DPO38
included a requirement for a Landfill Gas Risk Assessment as part of a permit application. The
requirement for this assessment was perhaps not clear in the drafting of the exhibited DPO38
and was clarified in the Part A version of the control.
The EPA has reviewed the Part A DPO38 and not raised any concerns in relation to the content
of the risk assessment.
Interface issues insofar as the quarry is concerned have been dealt with, as noted above. In
relation to residential development to the east of the Hume Freeway, Council noted that this
land is more than 500 metres from the subject land, well over the threshold required in EPA
Publication 1518.
The EPA raised concern regarding the potential risks to human health and the environment
from contamination from the shooting range.
Council submitted that an Environmental Site Assessment has been undertaken for the subject
land. This assessment indicated that it is unlikely that any outcomes will prohibit development
from occurring. There may need to be further assessments carried out as part of the approvals
process, however, Council was satisfied that this will be done in accordance with the DPO38.
(iii)

Discussion and conclusions

The Panel notes that the EPA has reviewed the revised DPO38 circulated by Council in advance
of the Hearing and supports the proposed changes.
The Panel is satisfied that the proposed changes address the EPA’s concerns in an appropriate
way.
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4

Unresolved issues

4.1

The Amendment is premature

(i)

The issue

The Friends of Merri Creek and the MCMC are concerned that the rezoning is premature.
(ii)

Evidence and submissions

Council submitted that the rezoning would provide several hundred local jobs for existing and
future residents within the City of Whittlesea. More specifically, the rezoning will in effect
result in approximately 140 hectares of new employment land, creating the opportunity for
the creation of new businesses and approximately 4,000 jobs.
In agreeing to prepare and exhibit the Amendment at the request of the Proponent, Council
submitted that the rezoning would support existing economic planning policies and driving
forces, which indicated to Council that additional industrial land is required to meet demand.
For the purposes of the Hearing, Council obtained what is essentially a ‘peer review’ of these
policies and drivers from Mr Lee. Mr Lee’s evidence supports the Amendment and contains a
helpful overview of the industrial land demand and supply context at the regional and local
levels.
Importantly, he concluded that the existing vacant land would only serve demand for a period
of approximately 8-14 years (at the local level) and approximately 13 years (at the regional
level). On the basis of demand ranging from 15 hectares – 25 hectares per annum, Mr Lee
considers that the additional IN1Z to be provided by the Amendment would add
approximately 4 – 7 years of additional industrial land supply.
Further to this, Council submitted that the Amendment satisfies those State planning policies
which require Planning Authorities:
To ensure a sufficient supply of land is available for residential, commercial, retail,
industrial, recreational, institutional and other community uses.
To ensure availability of land for industry.

(iii)

Discussion and conclusions

Chapter 2 sets out the planning and policy context of the subject land. The subject land has
been identified for urban development in the relevant corridor planning process.
The Panel note the evidence that that the existing vacant land would only serve demand for a
period of approximately 8-14 years (at the local level) and approximately 13 years (at the
regional level). The Panel consider the Amendment to be timely.

4.2

Has enough planning work been done

(i)

The issue

Concerns were expressed that not enough detailed planning work had been carried out, and
that a PSP process was more appropriate.
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(ii)

Evidence and submissions

Friends of Merri Creek submitted:
The DPO drafting essentially substitutes a process of listing strategic work that should
be done for the actual doing of that work. It is not clear why so little of that work has
been required at the rezoning stage, when it could usefully inform the framing of
planning controls and ensure that important considerations were not missed. Requiring
it at a later stage creates various risks, including:
• That the work is not done in a timely fashion.
• That council faces extended periods of having to assess planning applications before
the work is done; this places council in an invidious position, not wanting to blight the
land by refusing applications, but operating without even a strategic framework for
the land, let alone a development plan.
• That important considerations that should have been referenced in planning controls
are not identified until those reports are prepared.
• That important considerations that are relevant to third parties are not identified until
those reports are prepared.
• That disputes arise over the implications of that strategic work, without the
framework of an amendment process to assist in resolving them.
Experience has shown that even where done with the best possible intentions and good
faith by all parties, such forestalling of vital work tends to cause problems over time, as
the parties involved change and shared understandings of what was intended are
forgotten or diverge.

MCMC was keen to stress:
• The BCS identified Conservation Areas on the basis of Matters of National
Environmental Significance. It did not attend to biodiversity values of a regional or
local significance. It had no role in planning for public open space nature recreation
needs or linkages.
• These matters would normally receive consideration in a PSP process. In the absence
of a PSP process, MCMC would expect them to receive equivalent attention through
the application of the Development Plan Overlay.
• Although the proposed schedule to the DPO is exhaustive and identifies a multiplicity
of environmental and landscape requirements, MCMC considers that a Development
Plan, or similar, provided at the amendment stage could have provided better clarity
and surety.
The Proponent submitted that:
Whilst some submitters have suggested that a PSP should be used, it is submitted that
this submission goes to process rather than substance. Rezoning to the Industrial 1
Zone, coupled with a … DPO and … VPO provides a proper and orderly approach to
planning for this land having regard to its specific context.

Council submitted that it understood the questions raised by the MCMC and Friends of Merri
Creek in relation to the strategic planning process, and more particularly, why the rezoning of
the subject land has not proceeded as part of a PSP.
Council submitted that scattered trees and patches of native vegetation outside the BCS will
need to be assessed further as part of the Flora and Fauna Assessment prepared with the
development plan. Any proposal to remove scattered trees and patches of native vegetation
(including River Red Gums) will be subject to Clause 52.17 and must show how the proposal
has avoided/minimised native vegetation removal in the first instance. In addition, Council
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has a River Red Gum Protection Policy (Clause 22.10) which further applies to the land for the
protection of River Red Gums.
(iii)

Discussion

The reality is that for some time Council has recognised that the strategic process for this site
should adopt a different path to a PSP and this has been supported by the VPA.
The Amendment gives rise to a confined range of land use and development issues. Different
types of land uses are not proposed – one zone, the Industrial 1 Zone accurately reflects land
use aspirations for the site which deliver upon relevant planning strategies and the Planning
Policy Framework.
Like a PSP, the DPO provides for master planning and for future permit applications to be
‘generally in accordance with’ this overarching plan.
The Panel acknowledges concerns raised by the Friends of the Merri Creek that the rezoning
of the land to Industrial 1 might raise expectations that the whole of the land was available
for development. This expectation would need to be tempered by the clear requirements
under DPO38.
The Panel notes the purported risks of the current approach raised by Friends of the Merri
Creek, but observes that Council is happy to take on these purported risks. Council is well
experienced in managing urban development, including conserving trees and areas of local
conservation significance.
The Panel also notes that the land is within one ownership and so issues of coordinating
different land owners as part of the preparation of a development plan will not arise.
(iv)

Conclusions

The Panel concludes that the Amendment is an appropriate mechanism through which the
development of the subject land can occur, and makes proper use of the VPPs to achieve the
appropriate outcomes.

4.3

Habitat link and shared path

(i)

The issue

MCMC submitted that the electricity transmission easement that crosses the subject land
should be identified a habitat link and east–west off-road trail.
(ii)

Evidence and submissions

MCMC sought the provision for an east–west off-road Shared Trail through the site to links to
the proposed Merri Creek Park trails to the west and south-west. MCMC said that this would
achieve consistency with the City of Whittlesea’s Bicycle Plan 2016-2020 and the Cooper
Street West Position.
In response to the MCMC submission, Council submitted that it considered whether an
additional habitat link was required from the subject land to the Craigieburn Grasslands
Nature Conservation Reserve to the west, via the electricity transmission easement.
Council said it concluded that an additional habitat link is not required having regard to.
• the assessment of the Conservation Area 33 boundaries
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• the fact that a habitat link is provided across the northern boundary of the subject
land.
In response to a Panel question the proponent confirmed that it believed that the land under
the electricity transmission easement could be effectively used for private industrial related
purposes such as car parking.
(iii)

Discussion and conclusions

If land is encumbered and not suitable for development then it is sensible to see how it might
be effectively used, and a habitat link may be a good idea. However, in this case the land can
be put to an economic use, and so the need for a habitat link would need to carry more weight
than the use of the land for urban purposes. If there were a clear need for a habitat link in
this location (for example it would link to otherwise separate conservation areas) then it ought
to be provided. However it is not clear there is a need for the link given habitat links across
the north of the subject land.
Similar issues arise with the request for a shared path. In any case it is not clear how such a
path would cross the freeway to the east.
The Panel concludes that a habitat link or shared path along the electricity transmission
easement is not warranted.
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5

Form and content of the Amendment

Council submitted that a number of changes were required for technical drafting reasons. The
Panel supports these changes.
(i)

Amendments to Clause 1.0 (Objectives) to DPO38

To accord with the form and content requirements, the list of objectives proposed in an earlier
draft of DPO38 needed to be reduced from six to five. Council submitted that this could be
achieved by combining dot points 2 and 4 as follows:
• To ensure, manage and protect appropriate interface treatments to the quarry at 375
O’Herns Road (the Quarry), gas easement, transmission easement, Conservation
Area 33 and Craigieburn Grasslands Nature Conservation Area.

(ii)

Referrals

To accord with the Ministerial Direction – The Form and Content of Planning Schemes changes
to the way referrals were proposed in DPO38 are required. Council submitted that:
• A new Clause 4.0 to DPO38 read:
In accordance with section 55 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, an
application must be referred to the relevant referral authority specified in the
Schedule to Clause 66.04.

• A new entry to be inserted into the Schedule to Clause 66.04.
(iii)

Conservation Interface Plan requirement

Council submitted that changes to the Conservation Interface Plan requirement (page 2 of 10)
were required to amend the first sub-dot point to read as follows:
• Be accompanied by a Conservation Interface Plan which demonstrates appropriate
interface treatments to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Department
administering the Planning and Environment Act 1987;
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Appendix A Document list
No.

Date

Description

Provided by

1A

4/12/2019

Part A submission of Council

Ms Eastaugh

1B

–– " ––

Evidence of Mr Lee

–– " ––

2

18/12/2019

Council preferred version of DPO38

–– " ––

3

–– " ––

Part B submission of Council

–– " ––

4

–– " ––

Extract of Biodiversity Strategy for Melbourne’s Growth Corridors
– Figure 5, Page 9

–– " ––

5

–– " ––

Notice of proposed boundary change, Conservation Area 33

–– " ––

6

–– " ––

Extract of Biodiversity Strategy for Melbourne’s Growth Corridors
– Page 52

–– " ––

7

–– " ––

Extract of Biodiversity Strategy for Melbourne’s Growth
Corridors– Pages 114 and 115

–– " ––

8

–– " ––

Submission of Vearings Lane Pty Ltd

Mr Townshend

9

19/12/19

Part 1 of submission for Friends of the Merri Creek

Dr Rowley

10

–– " ––

Part 2 of submission for Friends of the Merri Creek

Dr Williams

11

–– " ––

A further copy of Document 5

–– " ––

12

–– " ––

Letter from Minister D’Ambrossio to Friends of Merri Creek, 16
October 2017

–– " ––

13

–– " ––

Friends of Merri Creek preferred DPO38

–– " ––

14

–– " ––

Submission of MCMC

–– " ––

15

–– " ––

Letter from City of Whittlesea to Parks Victoria, 21 October 2003,
File ref 156260

–– " ––

16

–– " ––

Letter from City of Whittlesea to Parks Victoria, 7 November
2003, File ref 156260

–– " ––

17

–– " ––

Screen shot of PSP areas from VPA website

–– " ––

18

–– " ––

Extract of: Coper Street West Position Paper

–– " ––

19

–– " ––

Extract of: Whittlesea Bicycle Plan 2016 –2020

–– " ––

20

–– " ––

MCMC preferred version of DPO38

–– " ––

21

–– " ––

EPA Publication: Updated guidance for the civil construction,
building and demolition industries

–– " ––

22

–– " ––

Extract of Biodiversity Strategy for Melbourne’s Growth Corridors
– Pages 64 to 66.

–– " ––

This does not match the online version of the strategy. It appears to be Pages 51
to 53 of the June 2013 Strategy

23

–– " ––

Council reply to issues

Ms Eastaugh

24

20/12/2019

Council final version of DPO38

–– " ––
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Appendix B: Panel preferred version of Amendment
documentation
B1:

Panel referred version of the Development Plan Overlay Schedule 38

Tracked Added
Tracked Deleted
SCHEDULE 38 TO CLAUSE 43.04 DEVELOPMENT PLAN OVERLAY
--/--/20—
C230

Shown on the planning scheme map as DPO38
VEARINGS ROAD EMPLOYMENT AREA DEVELOPMENT PLAN

1.0

Objectives

--/--/20—
C230

The objective of this schedule is to facilitate the orderly use and development of land for
employment purposes:
▪ To ensure appropriate road and drainage infrastructure is provided.
▪ To ensure, manage and protect appropriate interface treatments to the quarry at 375 O’Herns
Road (the Quarry), gas easement, transmission easement, Conservation Area 33 and
Craigieburn Grasslands Nature Conservation Area.
▪ To encourage high quality built form that is attractive and articulated, particularly when
viewed from roads, existing and proposed public open spaces and conservation areas.
▪ To manage the interface between the ongoing operations of the Quarry and adjoining land uses
and development within the Development Plan area.
▪ To ensure use and development within 500m of the Quarry extractive industry work authority
boundary include design or other solutions that mitigate risks and amenity impacts associated
with blasting and other operational activities of the Quarry.

2.0
--/--/20—
C230

Requirement before a permit is granted
A permit may be granted to use or subdivide land, contrast a building or construct or carry out
works before a development plan has been prepared to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.
The Responsible Authority may grant a permit for subdivision, use or development prior to the
approval of the development plan provided that the Responsible Authority is satisfied that the
subdivision for use or development will not prejudice the future use or development of this land.

3.0

Conditions and requirements for permits

--/--/20—
C230

The following conditions and requirements apply to permits.
An application to use, develop or subdivide land should be accompanied by the following, as
appropriate, to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority:
Infrastructure (as required)
▪ Details of upgrades to roads, utilities and services required to accommodate proposed future
development.
▪ Timing for the construction of the infrastructure as identified within the Development Plan or
any Section 173 Agreement.
▪ For applications involving subdivision of land in addition to the above, details of any
infrastructure required on land directly adjoining the developable land within the Development
Plan area and costings for that infrastructure, prepared by a suitably qualified professional to
the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
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Landfill Gas Risk Assessment
▪ A Landfill Gas Risk Assessment is required for all buildings and works, including subdivision
works unless deemed not required by the responsible authority.
▪ The Landfill Gas Risk Assessment is to be undertaken by a suitably qualified person and must
determine the potential for landfill gas presence and migration into any development including
road infrastructure.
▪ The Landfill Gas Risk Assessment is to be undertaken in accordance with the provisions listed
within EPA publication: 788.3- Siting, Design, Operation and Rehabilitation of Landfills or
other documents implementing EPA guidance.
Design Response
▪ A report and/or plan that demonstrates how the development/subdivision responds to and
implements the provisions of the Development Plan including the Design Guidelines set out in
the Development Plan.
Landscape Plan
▪ A Landscape Plan that includes the following:


Conservation and other space areas.



Open space and car parking areas within development sites. With respect to car parking
areas, provision should be made where practical for the inclusion of canopy trees, unless
inconsistent with reasonable requirements for access and parking on site.



An indicative area allocation in accordance with the Water Sensitive Urban Design
strategies identified as part of the Drainage Strategy. Landscaping and species selection
should be consistent with the landscape theme for the site.



Species selection in accordance with the landscaping theme and maintenance schedules
must which consider the need to manage weeds, and the potential for exotic species to seed
in nearby conservation areas.

▪ Conservation Interface Plan: .
A plan must be prepared where land interfaces with the conservation area to demonstrate an
appropriate interface treatment to the satisfaction of the responsible authority and the Secretary
of the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning.
Environmental Site Assessment
▪ An application to subdivide land, construct a building, carry out works or use land must
demonstrate compliance with requirements specified in any Environmental Site Assessment,
where relevant.
Conservation Interface Plan
▪ An application to subdivide land, construct a building or carry out works with a direct interface
with a conservation area must:


Be accompanied by a Conservation Interface Plan which demonstrates appropriate interface
treatments to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Department administering the Planning
and Environment Act 1987.



Have regard to the relevant Environmental Protection Authority Environmental Guidelines.



Provide for a minimum 20 metre setback from the conservation area to the nearest built up
areas in accordance with the Biodiversity Conservation Strategy for Melbourne’s Growth
Corridors, 2013.

Quarry Interface Assessment
▪ An application to use or develop land within 200m of the Quarry extractive industry works
authority boundary must:


Be accompanied by a Quarry Interface Assessment undertaken by a suitably qualified
professional demonstrating that the application satisfactorily responds to the Quarry
Interface Guidelines set out in the Development Plan.

High Pressure Gas Pipeline and Electrical Transmission Line
▪ An application to subdivide land, construct a building or carry out works on land identified
within or adjacent to the High Pressure Gas Pipeline or electrical transmission line easement
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must address the interface treatment of the high pressure gas pipeline and /or electrical
transmission line easement throughout the land.
A planning permit to subdivide land, construct a building, or construct or carry out works on or
within 20 metres of land shown as a conservation area in the Biodiversity Conservation Strategy
June 2013 must include the following conditions:
▪ The subdivision, buildings or works must not commence until an Environmental Management
Plan has been approved to the satisfaction of the Secretary to the Department of Environment,
Land, Water, and Planning.
▪ Before the commencement of buildings and works on or within 20 metres of land abutting a
conservation area, the permit holder must erect a vegetation protection fence around any
conservation area, patch of native vegetation or scattered tree identified for retention, or
vegetation identified for salvage.
▪ The fence must be:


Highly visible.



At least 2 metres in height.



Sturdy and strong enough to withstand knocks from construction vehicles.



In place for the whole period of construction occurring within 20m of the conservation
area, patch of native vegetation or scattered tree.



Located at a minimum distance from:
Element

Distance

Conservation area

0.5 metres

Scattered tree

12 x Diameter at Breast Height

Patch of native vegetation

2 metres

▪ During the undertaking of buildings or works, all activities must be excluded from occurring
within the protection fencing, unless otherwise agreed to by the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning.
▪ Construction stockpiles, fill, machinery, vehicle parking, excavation and works or other
activities associated with the buildings or works must be designed and constructed to ensure
that the conservation area, scattered trees or patches of native vegetation identified for
retention are protected from adverse impacts during construction.
Kangaroo Management Plan
A planning permit to subdivide land must include the following conditions, as appropriate, to the
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority:
▪ Before the certification of a plan of subdivision, a Kangaroo Management Plan must be
prepared and approved by the Secretary to the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning which includes:


Strategies to avoid land locking kangaroos, including staging of subdivisions.



Strategies to minimise animal and human welfare risks.



Management and monitoring actions to sustainably manage a population of kangaroos
within a suitable location.



Actions to address the containment of kangaroos and to ensure adequate animal welfare.

▪ The approved Kangaroo Management Plan must be implemented to the satisfaction of the
Secretary to the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning.
Land Management Co-operative Agreement
A planning permit to subdivide land on land shown in the Biodiversity Conservation Strategy June
2013 as including the conservation area must include the following conditions, as appropriate, to
the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority:
▪ Before the issue of a statement of compliance for the last stage of the subdivision, the owner of
the land must:
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Enter into a Land Management Co-operative Agreement with the Secretary to the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning under Section 69 of the
Conservation Forests and Lands Act 1987, which:


Must provide for the conservation and management of that part of the land.



May include any matter that such an agreement may contain under the Conservation
Forests and Lands Act 1987.



Make an application to the Registrar of Titles to register the agreement on the title to the
land.



Pay the reasonable costs of the Secretary to the Department of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning in the preparation, execution and registration of the agreement.

▪ The requirement for a Land Management Co-operative Agreement in this condition does not
apply to land of any lot or part of a lot within a conservation area that:


Is identified in a Development Plan as public open space and is vested, or will be vested, in
the council as a reserve for the purposes of public open space.



Is identified in a Development Plan as a drainage reserve and is vested, or will be vested, in
Melbourne Water Corporation or the council as a drainage reserve.



Is the subject of an agreement with the Secretary to the Department of Land, Water and
Planning to transfer or gift that land to:



The Secretary to the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning.



The Minister for Environment and Climate Change.



Another statutory authority to the satisfaction of the Secretary to the Department of Land,
Water and Planning.

A planning permit for the use, development or subdivision of land must contain conditions as
appropriate to implement the relevant provisions of the Development Plan.
4.0
--/--/20—
C230

5.0
--/--/20—
C230

Referral of application
In accordance with Section 55 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, an application must be
referred to the relevant referral authority specified in the Schedule to Clause 66.04
Requirements for development plan
Only one development plan is to be approved for the whole of the land. The approved
Development Plan may be amended with the approval of the responsible authority.
The development plan must explain how the development of the land will achieve the following
Key Objectives:
▪ To provide for a future site layout that responds positively to interfaces, buffers and adjoining
land uses.
▪ To provide for a subdivisional layout and road hierarchy that supports a mix of industrial and
employment generating uses that consider the neighbouring activities.
▪ To facilitate the co-ordinated delivery of infrastructure.
▪ To manage interfaces to non-industrial land uses including conservation areas and adjoining
land if applicable at time of development.
▪ To achieve high quality built form and landscaped developments throughout the development
plan area commensurate with the high visibility of this precinct along O’Herns Road and
Vearings Road.
▪ To provide a highly connected and integrated road network with pedestrian and cycling
provisions.
▪ To restrict the establishment of Restricted Retail and sensitive uses throughout the precinct,
particularly along arterial roads and buffer areasand within areas that may be affected by
adjoining land uses.
▪ To ensure that development/ subdivision responds to the environmental values and constraints
on the land and, manages bushfire risk and considers the potential for contamination of land as
a result of historical and surrounding land uses.
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▪ To consider the environmental performance of the proposal including water conservation,
stormwater management and waste management.
▪ To facilitate development in a manner that responds to the site’s natural features such as
waterways, drainage reserves, conservation area and scattered trees ; and
▪ To appropriately integrate the transmission line easement into future development of the site as
part of open space network or contained within development areas.
A development plan must include and address the following matters as appropriate to the
satisfaction of the responsible authority:
▪ Site Context Plan that:


Identifies existing natural features of the development site including trees and other
significant vegetation, threatened species habitat, drainage lines, water courses, stony knolls
wetlands, ridgelines and hill tops.



Includes a Survey Plan that identifies existing easements and reserves.



Identifies other elements present on site, such as any landfill gas buffers, the Quarry
buffers, easements and buffers to conservation areas and reserves.



Identifies areas liable to flooding, the relevant flood levels and future freeboard
requirements.



Includes the findings and recommendations of any relevant Flora and Fauna analysis,
European and Cultural Heritage analysis, Integrated Stormwater and Drainage Management
Plan or Strategy, Geotechnical matters and the Environment Site Assessment.

▪ Design Response Plan that:


Identifies the preferred location for sensitive uses.



Considers any need for interface treatments having regard to the adjoining land uses.



Identifies land within 200m and 500m of the work authority boundary of the Quarry.



Includes Quarry Interface Guidelines for use and development of land within 200m and, for
use of land, within 500m of the Quarry extractive industry work authority boundary.



Includes a separation buffer of at least 20 metres between Conservation Area 33 and the
Craigieburn Grassland Nature Conservation Area, and any built areas in accordance with
the Biodiversity Strategy for Melbourne’s Growth Areas.



Identifies and shows the existing natural features of the site and incorporates them into the
street layout and landscape design response, with consideration given to setback distances
from sensitive interfaces, fencing, access, species selection and fire management needs.



Identifies tree retention and removal.

▪ An outline of the proposed mix of land uses that:


Considers any limits on land uses as a result of environmental constraints from the
adjoining extractive industry or resource recovery activities to the south.



Identifies and shows any buffer separation distances appropriate to the adjoining land uses.



Considers how proposed land uses may impact on existing adjoining industry.

▪ Staging Plan that includes:


Indicative staging of infrastructure, services, and future development and/or subdivision.



Proposed roads, intersections and drainage infrastructure.



Demonstration of overall integration of development/subdivision with other parts of the
wider Cooper Street West Employment Area.



A high level plan for each stage of development that specifies the timing for delivery of
vehicular access points, road infrastructure works and traffic management, including a
trigger point assessment in relation to when infrastructure is required to be provided.

▪ Road and Pedestrian Network Plan that shows:


Proposed pedestrian and cycling connections both within and external to the site.



Vehicle access points.



Location of existing roads and intersections.
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Proposed road network hierarchy internal to the land and connections with the external road
network.



Location of proposed intersections and road upgrades.

▪ A Road and Pedestrian Network Plan should provide for:


The location of existing roads and intersections.



The location of future required roads and intersections.



Typical road cross sections.



The nature and operation of any service roads fronting arterial roads.



The upgrade of the existing O’Herns Road carriageway abutting the subject land, including
intersection treatments.



The movement of pedestrians and cyclists through the precinct. The plan may also include
provisions for connections to neighbouring land and surrounding road network such as
shared paths and on road bicycle etc..



A high degree of permeability in the road network with good internal and external
connectivity.



Vehicular access points, road infrastructure works and traffic management for each stage of
development, including a trigger point assessment in relation to when infrastructure is
required to be provided.

▪ Traffic Report to accompany the Road and Pedestrian Network Plan and include:


Indicative traffic generation rates for future land uses and its distribution within the road
network.



Traffic volumes anticipated for the internal local road network and connections to the
external road network, including upgrade works as required.



Indicative street cross sections.



Proposed traffic management works, including identification of intersection types.



The Traffic Report should make recommendations for the provisions of intersection
treatments and the upgrade of the surrounding roads abutting the land covered by this
schedule.

▪ Design response to the Electrical Transmission Line and High-Pressure Gas Pipeline
Easements:


Which addresses the treatment of the electrical transmission line easement throughout the
land.



Includes the design of the subdivision and proposed building which must reflect
consideration of the risks to people, the environment and property associated with the High
Pressure Gas Pipeline, to ensure that potential impacts from the high pressure gas pipeline
are within acceptable levels have regard to the relevant guidelines for planning and
development of land in the vicinity of high pressure gas pipelines. The Guideline for the
Planning and Development of Land in the Vicinity of High Pressure Natural Gas Pipelines
in Victoria, 2014 (APA Group).

▪ Integrated Stormwater and Drainage Management Plan or Strategy which:


Incorporates Water Sensitive Urban Design principles.



Provides for the protection of natural systems, integration of stormwater treatment into the
landscape, protection of water quality and reduction of run off and peak flows.



Responds to the standard in Biodiversity Conservation Strategy 2013 that natural or predevelopment hydrological patterns, both surface and groundwater flows should be
maintained in all conservation areas where practicable.



Has regard to the relevant Environmental Protection Authority Environmental Guidelines
pertaining to construction techniques for sediment pollution control.

▪ Cultural Heritage Management Plan prepared by a suitably qualified heritage consultant which
details the impact of development on Aboriginal cultural heritage.
▪ Arborist Report that provides a survey of all existing mature trees on the site, including their
habitat value and safe useful life expectancy. The report should contain:
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A Flora and Fauna Assessment prepared having regard to existing ecological reports/plans
for land parcels within the area, and the Permitted Clearing of Native Vegetation
RegulationsGuidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation or other
legislative requirements relating to the removal of native vegetation and threated species
conservation.

▪ Archaeological survey and heritage assessment which includes recommendations for the future
interpretation of significant individual sites.
▪ Native Vegetation Removal Plan and Offset Assessment of any native vegetation to be
removed, having regard to Victoria’s Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of
native vegetation, including the location of any necessary vegetation offsets and the
requirements under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 and Environment Protection
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
▪ Bushfire Management Plan prepared by a suitably qualified consultant that demonstrates how
bushfire risk will be mitigated.
▪ Landscape Concept Plan which shows:


Areas of open space (if required) which retain any existing native vegetation.



Location of the gas easement and electrical transmission line easementand the provisions of
a shared path.



Indicative landscape areas within the site, including any trees to be retained and tree
protection zones in accordance with City of Whittlesea’s River Red Gum Protection Policy.



Proposed road cross sections, with street tree species selected with reference to City of
Whittlesea’s street planting policies.



Indicative species schedule/list of preferred species for permit applications.



Incorporation of existing natural features of the site into street layout and landscape design
responses, with consideration given to setback distances from sensitive interfaces, fencing,
access, species selection and fire management needs.

▪ Quarry Interface Guidelines, which must be prepared with appropriate technical input and
address the following principles:


Any risks to the environment, to members of the public, or to land, property or
infrastructure arising from the ongoing activities of the Quarry.



Measures to ensure that the use and development of land within 200 metres and 500 metres
of the Quarry extractive industry works authority boundary eliminates or minimises these
risks as far as reasonably practicable.



Classes of use and development that are incompatible with the Quarry operations and
which should not be located within 200 metres of the Quarry extractive industry works
authority boundary.



Classes of use that are incompatible with the Quarry operations and which should not be
located within 500 metres of the Quarry extractive industry works authority boundary.



Decision guidelines for use and development applications on land within 200 metres and
for use applications on land within 500 metres of the Quarry extractive industry works
authority boundary.

The Quarry Interface Guidelines must be prepared in consultation with, and to the satisfaction
the Secretary of the Department administering the Mineral Resources (Sustainable
Development) Act 1990.
▪ Design Guidelines Principles which address:


The delivery of high quality building finishes with consideration to materials and finishes.



Built form at an appropriate scale which respects the natural landscape setting of the site
including presence of the conservation reserves, drainage features and scattered trees.



Built form to enable passive surveillance to public open space, transmission line easement
and high-pressure gas pipeline easement, with perimeter road/s abutting each space where
practical.



Screening of roof plant and other infrastructure structures.



High quality built form interface to O’Herns Road.
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Car parking areas that are located to minimise visibility to the road network, with car
parking to be located to the rear of buildings where possible or sleeved so as not to
dominate the view from the street.



Minimising the visibility of loading and unloading facilities from streets and open space.



Landscaping treatments that screen or limit visual impact of buildings, car parks, etc. on
key interfaces including the central conservation reserve and the conservation reserve
abutting the site to the west.



Limitation of boundary fencing within the front setback of lots and encouraging
landscaping within lots, particularly within the front setback.



Preferred fencing heights and transparency requirements, materials and other designs
between lots and key interfaces such as open spaces.



Signage that avoids visual clutter, and which are integrated with the building façade and are
compatible with the preferred development scale and character of the site.



Site amenity, lighting and waste management.



The environmental performance of the proposal, including: building design and
construction materials, water conservation and stormwater management and waste
management.

▪ The location of where the below listed uses are to be restricted:

Note:



Adult Sex Product Shop.



Animal Husbandry.



Art and Craft Centre.



Caretakers House.



Cemetery.



Child Care Centre.



Car Wash.



Education Centre.



Fuel Depot.



Leisure and Recreation.



Milk Depot.



Office (excludes office ancillary to other uses).



Place of Assembly.



Restricted Retail Premises.



Retail Premises.



Rural Industry.

Operation of Commonwealth Environmental Laws. On 5 September 2013 an approval under the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) was issued by the Commonwealth Minister for
Environment, Heritage and Water. The approval applies to all actions associated with urban development in
growth corridors in the expanded Melbourne 2010 Urban Growth Boundary as described in page 4 in the
Biodiversity Conservation Strategy for Melbourne’s Growth Corridors (Department of Environment and Primary
Industries, 2013). The Commonwealth approval has effect until 31 December 2060. The approval is subject to
conditions specified at Annexure 1 of the approval. Provided the conditions of the EPBC Act approval are satisfied
individual assessment and approval under the EPBC Act is not required.
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B2:

New entry to be inserted into the Schedule to Clause 66.04
Type of
authority

referral

Clause

Kind of application

Referral authority

Clause 4.0 of
Schedule 38 to
Clause 43.04
(DPO)

An application to use or
develop land within 200
metres of the extractive
industry works authority
boundary for the quarry
at 375 O’Herns Road,
Epping

Secretary to the
Department
administering the Mineral
Resources (Sustainable
Development) Act 1990

Determining referral
authority

Clause 4.0 of
Schedule 38 to
Clause 43.04
(DPO)

An application to use land
greater than 200 metres
but less than 500 metres
from the extractive
industry works authority
boundary from the
quarry at 375 O’Herns
Road, Epping

Secretary to the
Department
administering the Mineral
Resources (Sustainable
Development) Act 1990

Recommending
referral authority
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